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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A Cisco collaboration engineer has been asked to remove the ability HQ phone 2 to dial HQ
phone 1 by URI dialling. After removing the partition assigned to [email&#160;protected] HQ
phone 2's CSS, HQ phone 2 is still able to reach HQ phone 1. Why is the HQ phone 1 still
reachable using URI dialling?
A. CSS Changes failed to be applied after hitting save due to Database replication issue
B. Phone needs to be reset for changes to take effect
C. Directory URI partition cannot be deleted therefore still will be reachable
D. Directory URI Alias partition has been defined in Enterprise parameters
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which component is unavailable in Symantec Backup Exec 2012 backup definitions?
A. configure storage
B. backup selection
C. one or more stages
D. job and settings
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the Exhibit button.
In an ONTAP environment, an SVM-DR relationship exists between your AFF A220 cluster and
your FAS2720 cluster, with identity preserve enabled. You are asked to test the disaster
recovery workflow in an upcoming maintenance window.
Referring to the exhibit, which step should be performed next to test the recovery workflow?
A. Delete the SVM-DR relationship.

B. Abort any ongoing transfers.
C. Update any ongoing transfers.
D. Pause any ongoing transfers.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click the Exhibit button.
Using ONTAP 9.5, you are operating with data protection across three sites. The cluster_A and
cluster_B systems require synchronous replication. The SVMs on cluster_A also require
asynchronous SVM-DR replication to a third site. All replication between all sites must also
replicate the SVM configuration.
Referring to the exhibit, which replication technology is supported between cluster_A and
cluster_B?
A. Snap Mirror Synchronous
B. NetApp Data Availability Services
C. Foreign LUN Import
D. MetroCluster IP
Answer: A
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